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DuckbillsDuckbills
Tractics  

Extensions or  
“Variants” not included  
in the Second Edition† 

#6 September 23, 2023

FAQ
Q. Does anyone have a table with all the various spe-

cial markings used in the vehicle tables? Like the fact 

that brackets, [ ], around the vehicles speed means that 

the vehicle has wide tracks?

A. Yes, the Abbreviations, Symbols and AFV Index 

are referenced on the first page of section 5, Vehicle 

Data 5.1 to the upper left of Panzer I B:

The Abbreviations, Symbols & AFV Index pull-outs 
are also referenced on lower left of page 76 (screenshot 

that follows) and described in the National Vehicle Data 
Categories section pages 76-79.

Note that the screenshot is of the PDF version of Tractics; that’s why 

page numbers have hyperlink “boxes” around them. This makes it 

easier for the reader to quickly go directly to page highlighted. 

The highlighted page number at the bottom of each page takes you 

directly to the Pull-Outs List (below). From there one can hyperlink 

directly to each Pull-Out section. Or the two links at lower right will 

take one directly to the detailed Table of Contents and Index.

Installing track extensions on an 
M4, called grousers or duckbills

https://www.wargamevault.com/product/388023/Tractics
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Scenario Ideas
A great way to get scenario ideas is to watch or listen 

to YouTube videos. Good for time washing the dish-

es or cleaning the house. There are plenty of videos 

featuring equipment, nationalities and campaigns that 

may correspond to your collection. They may spark 

scenario inclusions that feature a unique focus. The 

following bold & italic text is a hyperlink to a video.

Audio memoirs is the focus of a new YouTube channel 

WW2 Stories. Most are read (by a British-accented robot 

voice I am surmising) from German soldiers written 

memoirs. Subtle aspects that one learns from these 

could be used to add authenticity to a wargame scenar-

io. I read Guy Sajer’s The Forgotten Soldier when I was 

in high school when it seemed likely that my next trip 

was to Vietnam. Hearing these audio editions now re-

minds me of that time. Many come in multi-part series 

of about an hour each. Since the series are just portions 

of the memoirs, one can usually find the author’s name 

in the comments of the videos so you can consider 

buying his memoir. Von Luck’s memoir is particularly 

recommended. Excerpts are found in Memoir of German 

Tank Commander.

One can end up down a rabbit hole with some of the 

series. For example Diary of a German Infantry Officer 

in France ends up following a German who is captured 

and ends up in the USA. The scenario material runs out 

early but the historical interest continues.

For example, here are several Mike Reese found on 

Anti-Tank weapons. These are not from WW2 Stories. 

Here’s a sixteen-minute video from the British Tank 

Museum on the Panzerfaust.

Mike says: I like the Panzerschreck video as I have 

both Puppchen and Panzerschreck units in 15mm (and 

panzerfausts as well in 15mm and 28mm). Also, the 

Flame Of War German units have two Panzerschreck 

on a stand when, as the video mentions, the Ger-

mans used them in groups of 3 teams of 2 men each, 

with three Panzerschreck. NOT in groups of two. A 

squad had six teams of two men each with a total of 

6 Panzerschreck. A platoon would have three squads 

or 18 Panzerschreck. A company three platoons or 54 

Panzerschreck. These replaced anti-tank guns in one of 

the companies in the Panzerjager battalions. The other 

companies were 10 SP AT guns (Marder, StuG III, or 

Hetzer), and 12 Pak 40 anti-tank guns. The Regiments 

had a company or battery of Panzerschrecks as well in 

its anti-tank unit.

Mentioned in the videos on the US Bazooka and the 

British PIAT are references to shipping them to Russia 

and the Russians not using them. I always suspected 

it was the cold weather. Neither weapon was designed 

for 25-40 degrees below zero F. The first version of the 

bazooka used batteries which wouldn’t work at all in a 

Russian winter. Testing or use would have shown them 

to be close to useless, and although easy for US and 

British troops to learn to use them I am not so sure 

about the Soviet peasant. That could also have been a 

factor. The Germans made winterized rockets after all. 

The US firing mechanism with the solenoid was copied 

from the German panzerschreck.

Mike responded to my mention of a series on WW2 

Stories about an FO entitled Diary of an Infantry Solider 

in Russia. I mentioned that I thought German infantry 

guns mainly direct fire. Mike: Each gun section of two 

guns had a FO team. There were four to six 75mm and 

two 150mm infantry guns separate in an Infantry Gun 

Company in an infantry regiment. The Panzergren-

adier Regiments had the same, towed by trucks not 

horses, or if they had a SP battery, six Grille SIG33 or 

BISON guns.  Intended to provide direct fire support 

they could be used, and were, in the indirect fire role. I 

suspect indirect fire was standard on the defense, while 

on the attack in 1939-42 they were used more in the 

direct fire role against infantry, machine-

guns, and artillery pieces. The Soviets 

had a 76mm version and used their ZIS-3 

76mm gun in the same way. 

https://wargamecampaign.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/tractics-scenarios/
https://www.youtube.com/@WorldWar2Stories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHF05WgHarg&list=PLyuEmb1VavZD4M236ZVShZs1VqYfCh48T&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHF05WgHarg&list=PLyuEmb1VavZD4M236ZVShZs1VqYfCh48T&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dYjLh4s0Pw&list=PLyuEmb1VavZARAG13NojLWW1yBVb-E4j7&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dYjLh4s0Pw&list=PLyuEmb1VavZARAG13NojLWW1yBVb-E4j7&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yil6324b2dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ8iBHVwKgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SJHC4wmRfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Gl8g9rRN3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_oxVAQiCJg&list=PLyuEmb1VavZDClofzVWvyskD3EEdnLECh&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_oxVAQiCJg&list=PLyuEmb1VavZDClofzVWvyskD3EEdnLECh&pp=iAQB
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Mike says: I have two 1/48 Grille, one early with the 

gun forward and the engine in the rear; and one late 

with the gun to the rear and the engine forward. Same 

Pz 38(t) chassis as the Marder III H and M.

Had a Grille in a convention Arnhem game. Gave it to 

use by the German player who needed it most. In FOW 

it has a 16” direct fire range and, I think a 48” or 54” 

indirect fire range. Instead of staying between 12-16” 

away from the British in their buildings he moved it 

up to 8” away where it was promptly knocked out by a 

PIAT. 

The Bison in the photo at the right is a older model from an 

advertisement.

Above: a 1/48mm sIG18 15cm infantry gun.
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1971 Gen Con Scenario
Mike has provided a September 1942 scenario south of 

Stalingrad. One can download it from this LINK@@@

The last page of the PDF is the correct map for a 10 

foot long, 6 foot wide table (i.e. at Gen Con) and is 

shown below. 

The map with the large field is for a smaller table 6 x 4' 

and is shown below.

There should probably be a ridge going left to right that 

also goes through the center of the map that is Height 

of 1 (Heights. 1 = 2 meters, 2 = 4 meters, 3 = 6 meters, 

etc. Basically a 1 height can be seen over by the crew 

of a tank but not an infantryman on the ground. A 2 

height cannot be seen over. The rise from the ridge can 

be steep, average, or gentle. Vehicles can’t go up steep, 

can go up average but there is a penalty except to very 

slow vehicles, and gentle doesn’t affect vehicle speeds.).  

The idea being that if not up near the crest of the ridge 

you can’t see a vehicle on the other side. Scale-wise 

I use the height of 2=2" meters which is just higher 

than 1.8 meters for a standing man who is 5' ß11" tall, 

in 28mm scale.  So 2" equals each level and can be used 

to correspond to the contours on a 1:25,000 map. I 

believe the ridge is on a gentle slope. However, a wheat 

crop that is “up” would be another 2" tall so the top of 

the ridge is “4 inches” above level ground.

Hope that helps. If you have a 1:25,000 map, which is 

the standard NATO scale map used, then each square 

on the map is a kilometer or 100cm on the table (1 to 

25 scale). Which works well for 3mm or 6mm models.

Errata
Clarification: Indirect Fire Mode, in the Classic and 

Modified edition, there was a chance to Knock Out a 

tank when engine grates were hit by IFM of 1-10. This 

would come about in these steps:

1. If the tank is hit via the Types of Fire: CFA or 

CFA-M base of 6, RFA base of 3 or BFA base of 2.

2. One then rolls on the HLAA (Hit Location All 

Aspects) and on rolling a “4” gets an Engine Grate 

hit.

3. Engine grates have 50% the thickness of normal 

top armor (that note is found in DEP 

(Damage Evaluation Procedure—Ar-

mored Targets) in the Vulnerable De-

tail under Basic Thickness of Armor.

https://wargamecampaign.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/tractics-scenarios/
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4. Remember that when HE is fired—all indirect ar-

tillery is HE not AP—there is no Slope or Attitude 

column adjustment.

5. If the HE penetration amount (found on both 

the Light Artillery Characteristics and Weapons & 

Shells) is the same or more than the halved Top 

Armor amount, then one uses the normal DFM 

Damage Procedure to determine the extent of 

damage. Roll a D6 and modify as normal. 

6. Note the asterisks under that table (below) that say 

that without Explosive Destruction, there will be 

no crew casualties.

7. However, if the HE Penetration is less than the 

halved Top Armor, then one rolls a D20 and if 1-10 

the tank is knocked out with no casualties. Just 

as noted in the two asterisks in the table (below) 

if knocked out, the engine can only repaired in a 

campaign game setting and no chance of Explosive 

Destruction.*

*For variety, and as a variant to number 7, Mike Reese 

suggests after rolling a 1-10 in #7, one could instead roll 

for the DFM Damage Penetration procedure but no HE 

or Engine Hit bonus, but only the usual shell size bonus 

as the artillery round indicates (50-60mm mortar +0, 

75mm howitzer +1, 80-110mm mortar or gun +2 etc.). 

No crew casualty even with Explosive Destruction. This 

approach is to determine whether it’s on fire (Explosive 

Destruction is rolled) and junk, or damaged and, again, 

potentially repairable in a campaign.

If were me, I’d allow for the other Damage states to re-

sult where the Engine compartment might range from 

No Damage, Temporary Local Damage, Permanent Local 

Damage or Explosive Destruction.

Clarification: Decoding the ND & ED. The Table that 

follows is from the Penetration & Damage, second col-

umn, page 64. 64

Panther GE      

Penetration & DamagePenetration & Damage

A direct hit by a bomb or rocket knocks out any 

vehicle, infantry, or heavy weapon hit.

Compare the penetrating power of the projectile to 

the effective armor value of the target. If the projec-

tile has greater value, penetration occurs.

Damage Inflicted by Penetration:

1. Roll 1 (D6) and count the spots shown.

2. Add the appropriate bonus for projectile diameter: 

Weapon 
Class

Classic Weapon 
Class*

Updated

49mm or less -1 39mm or less -1

50-89mm +0 40-60mm 0

90-119mm +2 61-79mm +1

120mm & up +3 80-110mm +2

*Note changes in Updated 111mm & up +3

3. Add an additional bonus of two (+2) if penetration 

is by HE or HESH round, or if the engine area is 

penetrated.

4. If penetration is by HEAT round, either: 
 

Tanks & Recoilless Rifles Modifier

51-80mm -2

81-119mm -1

120mm or greater +1
 

Infantry Weapons Bonus

US WWII 0

German WWII +2

Other WWII +1

All Post-Korea +1

5. Evaluate the damage inflicted by comparing the 

adjusted number of 1D6 spots to the numerical 

value shown on the following table: 

Adjusted Spots Damage Inflicted*

2 or less (ND) No Damage

3 (TLD) Temporary Local Damage**

4 (PLD) Permanent Local Damage

5 (GD) General Damage

6 or more (ED) Explosive Damage

*If penetration occurs, always roll for casualties 

unless the hit was on the engine area and does not 

result in Explosive Destruction! 

**Any engine damage is considered permanent for 

the duration of the game—vehicle out of commission. 

Note: if you have multiple penetrations in a com-

partment, only apply the worst damage rolled. But 

you do roll for casualties with each penetration.

6. Temporary means that the compartment† struck is 

out for the next three (3) turns if a crew member 

or mechanic is present in that compartment to repair 

the damage. If no one is present to repair the dam-

age, then the compartment remains out until some-

one does enter it and remains there to effect repairs.

7. Permanent means that the compartment† struck 

is not usable for the duration of the game. Other 

compartments are unaffected. Repairable in Laager 

(see note on page 73) in three (3) turns. 

†A Compartment is the immediate area the shell struck. 
For a tank this is the turret OR hull crew compartment 
or the engine compartment. For a Casement gun it is the 
crew compartment or the engine compartment. For a SP 
gun it is the gun or the hull crew compartment or the 
engine compartment. Out of Action means nothing in 
that compartment works—such as a MG in the hull or a 
Coax MG and cannon in the turret or the turret traverse 
or radio. A hull crew compartment out of action also 
means the vehicle can’t be driven or hull radio used. 
For the engine compartment the engine is not working. 
Temporary means it can be repaired.

8. General Damage means tank is salvageable at the 

Laager* in five (5) turns by tank recovery section, 

otherwise consider tank knocked-out. Note that 

for game purposes, repairs 7 & 8 have been sped up.

9. Any vehicle damaged by penetration of its armor, 

immobilized, or suffering from crew casualties re-

quires a Morale Check (see pages 105-113). If crew 

Note: The damage codes (TLD through GD) are detailed 

in items #6-8 on page 64. However, I notice that ND is 

not detailed! Well, it means no damage as it says in the rules 

but one still rolls for casualties and indeed that is what it 

says on pull-out #11 (below).

66

Updated

Damage  
Evaluation Procedure

 © COPYRIGHT MICHAEL REESE 2021

Vulnerable Locations
Detail Basic Thickness
Machinegun 2/3 listed value
Escape Hatch 2/3 listed value
Turret Ring 1/2 Turret Side
Gun Barrel 10mm
Engine Grates 1/2 listed value
Command Cupola Turret Front max 100mm

Vision Block or Ports 1/3 listed value

Effective Thickness of Armor
Slope Angle

to the  
Perpendicular

Columns 
to the 
Right

+
Target 

Attitude

Columns 
to the 
Right

0° 0 Full Face 0
15° 1 Near Qtr. 2
30° 2 45° Qtr. 4
45° 4 Far Qtr. 7
60° 7 Falling Shot 11
70° 11 Qtr.=Quarter

HEAT - If more than 9 columns, then HEAT round fails to go off; 
Automatic Damage only. 

Penetration …if greater than*

All except below Effective Thickness
HE Basic Thickness only
HESH Basic Thickness only†

*If penetrating, roll 1D6 for Result
†If HE penetration less, but HESH relative penetration is more,  

only Automatic Damage & roll 1D6 for Crew Casualties.

Weapon Class        +/- to above 1D6 Result roll
Classic    Update 39mm or less -1

49mm or less 0 40mm-60mm +0
50mm-89mm +1 61mm-79mm +1
90mm-119mm +2 80mm-110mm +2
120mm & up +3 111mm & up +3
Engine Hit* +2
HE or HESH* +2

*Additional to Weapon Class modifier

HEAT Correction      +/- to 1D6 Result roll
Tanks & Recoilless 
Rifles (in addition 
to Damage above) 

50mm or less -2
75mm-105mm -1
120mm or greater +1

Infantry  
Weapons  
(do not add for 
Damage above)

US WWII 0
German WWII +2
Other WWII  
& all Post Korea +1

Result of Penetration
Roll* Damage Inflicted

1 -2 ND Casualties only
3 TLD Compartment out for 3 turns
4 PLD Compartment Out
5 GD Tank KO but salvageable
6+ ED +1 to Crew Cas. roll; tank is junk

*1D6 roll adjusted by +/- from Damage & HEAT correction to left

Roll* Suspension Component Hit

1 -3 No significant Damage. Ignore.
4-5 Damaged. Speed reduced to 1D20-10”
6 Significant Damage. Immobilized. 

Crew Casualties, Inside      ED non-Engine 

ED Engine Compartment 1D6-1 1D6+1
AP, APC, APCBC, APCR, APDS, HVAP, HEAT† 1D6
HE & HESH 3D6
HESH “relative” penetration* 1D6

Subtract # of men in other compartment(s) from die roll. Result is 
# of casualties. Any extra left over casualties are taken from the 
other compartment (*HESH: compartment only). †Inf Wpn HEAT D6-1  

Crew Casualties, Outside    

Penetrations for all shells except* 1 cas.†
Non-Penetration for all shells except* 1D6†
*If HE, HESH or HEAT shell Blast Diameter

†Casualty(ies) providing passenger(s) on surface struck.

bm

Basic  
Thickness  

in mm

        Effective Thickness of Armor Classic      

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

5 6 6 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 17 18 20 22

7 8 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 17 19 21 23 25 28 31

10 11 12 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 27 30 33 36 40 44

12 13 14 16 17 19 22 24 26 29 32 36 40 43 48 53

15 17 18 20 21 24 27 30 33 36 41 45 50 54 60 66

20 22 24 26 28 32 36 40 44 48 54 60 66 72 80 88

25 28 30 33 35 40 45 50 55 60 68 75 83 90 100 110

30 33 36 39 42 48 54 60 66 72 81 90 99 108 120 132

35 39 42 46 49 56 63 70 77 84 95 105 116 126 140 154

40 44 48 52 56 64 72 80 88 96 108 120 132 144 160 176

45 50 54 59 63 72 81 90 99 108 122 135 149 162 180 198

50 55 60 65 70 80 90 100 110 120 135 150 165 180 200 220

55 61 66 72 77 88 99 110 121 132 149 165 182 198 220 242

60 66 72 78 84 96 108 120 132 144 162 180 198 216 240 264

65 72 78 85 91 104 117 130 143 156 176 195 215 234 260 286

70 77 84 91 98 112 126 140 154 168 189 210 231 252 280 308

75 83 90 98 105 120 135 150 165 180 203 225 248 270 300 330

80 88 96 104 112 128 144 160 176 192 216 240 264 288 320 352

85 94 102 111 119 136 153 170 187 204 230 255 281 306 340 374

90 99 108 117 126 144 162 180 198 216 243 270 297 324 360 396

95 105 114 123 133 152 171 190 209 228 257 285 314 342 380 418

100 110 120 130 140 160 180 200 220 240 270 300 330 360 400 440

110 121 132 143 154 176 198 220 242 264 297 330 363 396 440 484

120 132 144 156 168 192 216 240 264 288 324 360 396 432 480 528

130 143 156 169 182 208 234 250 286 312 351 390 429 468 520 572

140 154 168 182 196 224 252 280 308 336 378 420 462 504 560 616

150 165 180 195 210 240 270 300 330 360 405 450 495 540 600 660

180 198 216 234 252 288 324 360 396 432 486 540 594 648 720 792

200 220 240 260 280 320 360 400 440 480 540 600 660 720 800 880

Column Number 
Adjustment for:

© COPYRIGHT MICHAEL 
REESE 2021 bn

ED is not detailed on page 65 either but is on pull-out 

#11, where it says “tank is junk” which seems pretty 

clear that is what Explosive Destruction means. Like-

wise, one rolls for crew casualties with a minus 1 so 0-5 

casualties could occur.

Clarification: ED Crew Casualties: One must keep 

straight the +1 on the Damage Inflicted roll for an ED in 

either crew compartment, and the –1 for an ED in the 

engine compartment. 

When an engine compartment is hit and the damage 

roll from ND (No Damage) up through GD (General 

Damage), there are no casualties. Only when an engine 

hit results in an ED (Explosive Damage) does one sub-

tract the entire crew count, and you also 

subtract one from the Casualty 1D6 roll.  
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Examples of one & two compartments:

Engine compartment penetrated but not an ED  

(Explosive Destruction).

StuG III. (One compartment) No casualties (see at right)

Sherman. (Two compartments) No casualties (see at right) 

Engine compartment with ED damage (-1).

StuG III. 1D6-1-4 (crew)=casualties

Sherman tank. Hull 1D6-1-3 (turret crew)=casualties

"                       Turret 1D6-1-2 (hull crew)=casualties

Other compartment penetrated but not an ED.

StuG III. 1D6 -0 (no other compartment)= casualties

Sherman tank. Hull 1D6-3 (crew in turret)=casualties

"                       Turret 1D6-2 (crew in hull)=casualties

Other compartment ED (+1).

StuG III. 1D6+1-0= casualties (no other compartment)

Sherman tank. Hull 1D6+1-3 (turret crew)=casualties

"                       Turret 1D6+1-2 (hull crew)=casualties

This should make the results clear.

66

Updated

Damage  
Evaluation Procedure

 © COPYRIGHT MICHAEL REESE 2021

Vulnerable Locations
Detail Basic Thickness
Machinegun 2/3 listed value
Escape Hatch 2/3 listed value
Turret Ring 1/2 Turret Side
Gun Barrel 10mm
Engine Grates 1/2 listed value
Command Cupola Turret Front max 100mm

Vision Block or Ports 1/3 listed value

Effective Thickness of Armor
Slope Angle

to the  
Perpendicular

Columns 
to the 
Right

+
Target 

Attitude

Columns 
to the 
Right

0° 0 Full Face 0
15° 1 Near Qtr. 2
30° 2 45° Qtr. 4
45° 4 Far Qtr. 7
60° 7 Falling Shot 11
70° 11 Qtr.=Quarter

HEAT - If more than 9 columns, then HEAT round fails to go off; 
Automatic Damage only. 

Penetration …if greater than*

All except below Effective Thickness
HE Basic Thickness only
HESH Basic Thickness only†

*If penetrating, roll 1D6 for Result
†If HE penetration less, but HESH relative penetration is more,  

only Automatic Damage & roll 1D6 for Crew Casualties.

Weapon Class        +/- to above 1D6 Result roll
Classic    Update 39mm or less -1

49mm or less 0 40mm-60mm +0
50mm-89mm +1 61mm-79mm +1
90mm-119mm +2 80mm-110mm +2
120mm & up +3 111mm & up +3
Engine Hit* +2
HE or HESH* +2

*Additional to Weapon Class modifier

HEAT Correction      +/- to 1D6 Result roll
Tanks & Recoilless 
Rifles (in addition 
to Damage above) 

50mm or less -2
75mm-105mm -1
120mm or greater +1

Infantry  
Weapons  
(do not add for 
Damage above)

US WWII 0
German WWII +2
Other WWII  
& all Post Korea +1

Result of Penetration
Roll* Damage Inflicted

1 -2 ND Casualties only
3 TLD Compartment out for 3 turns
4 PLD Compartment Out
5 GD Tank KO but salvageable
6+ ED +1 to Crew Cas. roll; tank is junk

*1D6 roll adjusted by +/- from Damage & HEAT correction to left

Roll* Suspension Component Hit

1 -3 No significant Damage. Ignore.
4-5 Damaged. Speed reduced to 1D20-10”
6 Significant Damage. Immobilized. 

Crew Casualties, Inside      ED non-Engine 

ED Engine Compartment 1D6-1 1D6+1
AP, APC, APCBC, APCR, APDS, HVAP, HEAT† 1D6
HE & HESH 3D6
HESH “relative” penetration* 1D6

Subtract # of men in other compartment(s) from die roll. Result is 
# of casualties. Any extra left over casualties are taken from the 
other compartment (*HESH: compartment only). †Inf Wpn HEAT D6-1  

Crew Casualties, Outside    

Penetrations for all shells except* 1 cas.†
Non-Penetration for all shells except* 1D6†
*If HE, HESH or HEAT shell Blast Diameter

†Casualty(ies) providing passenger(s) on surface struck.

bm

Basic  
Thickness  

in mm

        Effective Thickness of Armor Classic      

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

5 6 6 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 17 18 20 22

7 8 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 17 19 21 23 25 28 31

10 11 12 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 27 30 33 36 40 44

12 13 14 16 17 19 22 24 26 29 32 36 40 43 48 53

15 17 18 20 21 24 27 30 33 36 41 45 50 54 60 66

20 22 24 26 28 32 36 40 44 48 54 60 66 72 80 88

25 28 30 33 35 40 45 50 55 60 68 75 83 90 100 110

30 33 36 39 42 48 54 60 66 72 81 90 99 108 120 132

35 39 42 46 49 56 63 70 77 84 95 105 116 126 140 154

40 44 48 52 56 64 72 80 88 96 108 120 132 144 160 176

45 50 54 59 63 72 81 90 99 108 122 135 149 162 180 198

50 55 60 65 70 80 90 100 110 120 135 150 165 180 200 220

55 61 66 72 77 88 99 110 121 132 149 165 182 198 220 242

60 66 72 78 84 96 108 120 132 144 162 180 198 216 240 264

65 72 78 85 91 104 117 130 143 156 176 195 215 234 260 286

70 77 84 91 98 112 126 140 154 168 189 210 231 252 280 308

75 83 90 98 105 120 135 150 165 180 203 225 248 270 300 330

80 88 96 104 112 128 144 160 176 192 216 240 264 288 320 352

85 94 102 111 119 136 153 170 187 204 230 255 281 306 340 374

90 99 108 117 126 144 162 180 198 216 243 270 297 324 360 396

95 105 114 123 133 152 171 190 209 228 257 285 314 342 380 418

100 110 120 130 140 160 180 200 220 240 270 300 330 360 400 440

110 121 132 143 154 176 198 220 242 264 297 330 363 396 440 484

120 132 144 156 168 192 216 240 264 288 324 360 396 432 480 528

130 143 156 169 182 208 234 250 286 312 351 390 429 468 520 572

140 154 168 182 196 224 252 280 308 336 378 420 462 504 560 616

150 165 180 195 210 240 270 300 330 360 405 450 495 540 600 660

180 198 216 234 252 288 324 360 396 432 486 540 594 648 720 792

200 220 240 260 280 320 360 400 440 480 540 600 660 720 800 880

Column Number 
Adjustment for:

© COPYRIGHT MICHAEL 
REESE 2021 bn

 

The Pull-Out (above) may be more apparent than the 

rule section (following), which has a table showing a 

(-1 for an ED in the engine compartment) & a modifier 

(+1 for an ED in either crew compartment) that appears 

to conflict. The rules before the table help clarify the -1 

penalty modifier, so the +1 is for the remaining crew 

compartments. And no casualties for a non-ED (ND 

through GD) in the engine compartment.

65

casualties are greater than one-half, the remainder 
of the crew automatically bails out.

10. HESH armor penetration is equal to HE penetra-
tion. If “actual” penetration is greater than armor 
thickness, treat it as penetration by an HE shell. 
If “relative” penetration is greater than armor 
thickness, but “actual” penetration is less than ar-
mor thickness, then no penetration occurs, but 
armor is spalled (chipped) inside. Relative armor 
penetration is 3x the actual HE penetration. 
One (D6) is rolled for crew casualties only in the 
hit compartment. Example: per Weapons & Shells Pull-Out, the 

only gun with HESH in World War II is the Petard found on page 83

11. Hits on engine grates, hatches are determined by 
the same method as mantlet/turret face hits. A hit 
on a facing with “vision blocks” has 5% chance to 
hit the block (Classic). 

Automatic Damage: Certain locations, as enumerated 
in the Hit 
Location section, 
are vulnerable to 
damage whenever 
hit. The following 

table shows minimum damage occurring, even 
though no penetration is made. 

T-34 MG & Vision Port Wikipedia

HE or HESH hit on 
suspension armor or 
on suspension

Roll for “Suspension Component 
Hit Damage” on page 61

Any projectile hit on 
Drive Sprocket Idler/
Bogie Wheel or Track

Roll for "Suspension Component Hit 
Damage" on page 61

Turret Ring Hit Turret jammed, repairable in three 
(3) turns only if projectile is 37mm 
or less. One crew must work out-
side to effect repair

Any anti-tank pro-
jectile hit on Vision 
Port or on MG 
inside the vehicle

Temporary Local Damage for 
three (3) turns, one crew casual-
ty, and machinegun, if involved is 
destroyed.

Any projectile hit on 
Periscope

Compartment must “unbutton” to 
see. Repairable from inside in two 
(2) turns.

HE or HESH hit of 
120-149mm (if Op. 
Fire, crash roll†)

Temporary General Damage for 
1D6-4* turns, crew is unconscious.

HE or HESH hit of 
150+mm (if Oppor-
tunity Fire, crash 
roll†)

Temporary General Damage for 
1D6-1* turns: crew is unconscious for 
0-4 turns but on a roll of 6, no minus 
because the entire crew is dead.

*A Damage roll of <1 has no effect. †If a hit is made by 
opportunity fire, check crash results on page 70.

Casualties to Crew and  

Internal Passengers      
Russian tanker AS

The following table describes the 

casualties suffered by all personnel 

inside a vehicle, including open-

topped half-tracks and soft vehicles 

from penetration by shells and 

anti-tank weapons. 

Penetration in engine compartment: no casualties 

unless ED. If ED in the engine compartment, roll for 

crew casualties 1D6-1 with no other modifiers. The re-

sults will range from 0 to 5 crew lost. 

ED Engine Compartment† 1D6-1

AP, APC, APCBC, APCR, APDS, HVAP, 
or HEAT penetration

1D6

Infantry Weapons HEAT penetration† 1D6-1

HE or HESH penetration 3D6

HESH relative pen., see at left, rule #10 1D6

Modifier: +1 if damage was ED Explosive Destruction†

Subtract the number of men in the non-penetrated 
compartment(s). Result is the number of casualties 
in the penetrated compartment. Any extra left over 
casualties are taken from the non-penetrated compart-
ment (except HESH non-penetration is taken from the 
hit compartment only). ED is for the entire crew, hit 
compartment first.

†1D6-1 for Infantry HEAT was a change in 1976 Modifica-

tions. +1 to casualty roll for ED was added in this Update.

Casualties to External Passengers

The following table describes the casualties suffered 

by personnel on the exposed surfaces on the outside 

of a vehicle:

AP, APC, APCBC, 
APCR, APDS, or 
HVAP which does 
penetrate.

One (1) casualty only, providing Pas-
senger(s) is on the surface struck.

AP, APC, APCBC, 
APCR, APDS, or 
HVAP which does 
not penetrate.

Roll one (1) D6 for all passengers on 
the surface struck, and the number 
of casualties is equal to the number 
of spots rolled!

HE, HESH, or 
HEAT hit.

All passengers and personnel within 
the blast diameter are casualties. 
Updated edition: roll on the AFWE 
table, page 135.

Reminder: Crew Casualties Inside, in a crew compart-

ment. For a Sturmgeschütz III, all the crew are in the 

same compartment. So whatever the modified roll is, is 

also the number of crew lost. This is easy to forget if 

most of your cases have been turreted tanks where one 

deducts the crew count of the other compartment to 

determine the number of casualties received in the com-

partment hit.
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tunity Fire, crash 
roll†)

Temporary General Damage for 
1D6-1* turns: crew is unconscious for 
0-4 turns but on a roll of 6, no minus 
because the entire crew is dead.

*A Damage roll of <1 has no effect. †If a hit is made by 
opportunity fire, check crash results on page 70.

Casualties to Crew and  

Internal Passengers      
Russian tanker AS

The following table describes the 
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inside a vehicle, including open-

topped half-tracks and soft vehicles 

from penetration by shells and 

anti-tank weapons. 

Penetration in engine compartment: no casualties 

unless ED. If ED in the engine compartment, roll for 

crew casualties 1D6-1 with no other modifiers. The re-

sults will range from 0 to 5 crew lost. 
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or HEAT penetration

1D6
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Subtract the number of men in the non-penetrated 
compartment(s). Result is the number of casualties 
in the penetrated compartment. Any extra left over 
casualties are taken from the non-penetrated compart-
ment (except HESH non-penetration is taken from the 
hit compartment only). ED is for the entire crew, hit 
compartment first.

†1D6-1 for Infantry HEAT was a change in 1976 Modifica-

tions. +1 to casualty roll for ED was added in this Update.

Casualties to External Passengers

The following table describes the casualties suffered 

by personnel on the exposed surfaces on the outside 

of a vehicle:

AP, APC, APCBC, 
APCR, APDS, or 
HVAP which does 
penetrate.

One (1) casualty only, providing Pas-
senger(s) is on the surface struck.

AP, APC, APCBC, 
APCR, APDS, or 
HVAP which does 
not penetrate.

Roll one (1) D6 for all passengers on 
the surface struck, and the number 
of casualties is equal to the number 
of spots rolled!

HE, HESH, or 
HEAT hit.

All passengers and personnel within 
the blast diameter are casualties. 
Updated edition: roll on the AFWE 
table, page 135.

I want to award WWII medals to the  
proofreaders and Mike for doing great job on 

Tractics’ ruleset accuracy. The vast majority of 
Errata and FAQ are just clarifications.  

Few corrections have been needed. 

Another item that might be taken for granted is 
how the Pull-Outs are synchronized to be pre-
cisely the same across all rules editions and  

supplements. We use a top-secret graphic  
process that other less-detailed rulesets  

would benefit from.

https://wargamecampaign.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/tractics-scenarios/
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Consolidated Errata
Now that we have multiple Duckbills (DB) issues, we 
are consolidating errata from all so you have just one 
document to refer to—the latest.  
*The two starred items were corrected in all editions.

For convenience, in gray highlight we list Variants’ 
titles but not their text.

When in a yellow highlight additional clarifications 
were added in this issue of Duckbills about an old issue.

DB#1  Q. Where are the German 88mm guns?  
A. They are classed as 90;  see the discussion on pages 
19-20.

*Pull-Out #11 (also on page 66) has a “3” on the 45° 
Slope Angle when it  should be “4” like the 45° Qtr in 
the next column. 

*The 2nd Runner on the Platoon HQ table (page 11) is 
blank. The same data applies as for the 1st Runner.

Examples of Play, page 160, Turn Sequence Phase 1: 
delete the asterisk (*) at the end of the 3rd sentence.

The modern weapon, Am, LAW, on the Infantry Weap-
ons chart should be American LAW.

Clarification: Out of Command, pg. 27 ‘d’ 2nd bullet 
It may not be clear here but a squad always has to have 
an order change rolled for if the order is issued by the 
Squad Leader. BUT, if the Platoon Leader or Plt Sgt or 
higher ranking leader is within 2” of the Squad leader 
and issues a new order to the squad then you don’t 
have to roll to change the order.

Clarification: Orders, lower right, pg. 28: 
If the tanks were being run by a separate player—a 
“tanker” then I would not be doing his tank order 
arrows. He would. 

Duckbills #1 Variants: Initiative, Flukes, Ammo 
Loads, Quick Reactions, Radio Net & Squad/Team Fire.

DB#2 Typo: Page 98 2nd column. “*Pinned: goes prone. 
Fires with a -4 penalty for one in your next phase.” 

Q. When you have an element behind a High Hedge-
row what angle in degrees can he spot out. I would 
think 45 degrees total (22.5 each side).  
A. Elements in or behind concealing terrain which 
they have moved up to, or into, observe and fire out of 
that terrain with the same limitations as if in a build-
ing. 45 degrees while behind the terrain, 30 degrees 
if positioned in it, or 180 degrees if leaning out of the 
terrain in order to shoot. This would apply to hedge-
rows including Norman Hedgerows, bushes, or thick 
shrubbery. See page 45 second column. An improved 
position in or behind such terrain will allow all ob-
servation angles to be doubled. An improved position 
means that the unit has spent enough time to cut lanes 
of observation and fire in the terrain. This takes the 
same time as digging a 2-man foxhole. Seven turns. 
This does not include the time to dig in. See page 116. 

The time to improve the position does not include the 
time to dig the position in the hedge. Instead of that 
sentence say that: Improving a position takes double 
the time to dig a 2-man foxhole position. Improving 
can also be carefully camouflaging the position, or 
applying overhead cover. Overhead cover requires ma-
terial to hold the sandbags and dirt and turf over the 
position. To do all three - dig, improve spotting, add 
camouflage, add overhead cover would take 28 turns in 
total. This improved position is not done in a hurry but 
if you have the time it can be done. This type of posi-
tion would be part of a prepared defense position.

Q. Early US Bazooka is 75mm Pen., though later vari-
ants should be 100mm, and 125mm respectively.  
A. 2.36” Bazooka. 75mm North Africa and Sicily. 
100mm after August 1943. (December 1943 for Pacific)

Jan 1945 for 125mm Europe and in the Pacific issued by 
not used.  NOTE: these dates are estimated.

Q. On page 170 of the Infantry Combat exam-
ples—3rd paragraph—MG34 casualties—it lists 2 
casualties at first (which is correct), but then mentions 
3 casualties in the next sentence (which is wrong).  
A. Correct. Should be 2 men were hit.

Q. Also, the number of dice for determining who 
gets hit of the five targets should be 1D5, or 1D6, ig-
noring the number 6 result and re-rolling, not the 2D6 
mentioned in the play example.  
A. Next sentence has to be changed to 
read: “A 1-3 would be the closest man, 
4-5 the next closest.” The example rolls 
1D6 for each of the two casualties. He is 
spreading the hits among all five men, I 
am spreading the hits between the two 
closest men to the MG.
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Duckbills #2 Variants: Soviet Smoke, Auto-Search, 
Solo Play.

DB#3 Informational correction that does not affect the 
game process. The Petard Mortar is now 230mm not 
290mm. Mike found out someone actually measured the 
diameter and found it was 230mm. The 290 size was an error 
copying the wrong number in an original report passed on for 
50+ years.

Q. If I say that if my tank moves 4.1 inches, out of it’s 
26 inch movement allowance, and then stops to fire I 
have to apply a movement penalty? Is that the case for 
the 2nd and subsequent firing in the same turn?  
A. Per Page 55, either movement penalties can be 
avoided by any turreted vehicles which move no more 
than half their allowed distance over the prevailing 
terrain and rate of fire is halved, fractions rounded up. 
Or… If you wanted to fire all three rounds you move 
your, say, 26” and fire three times. This fire would be 
where you started your move, after you moved 13”, and 
the third time after you moved the full 26”. All three 
shots would be penalized as Firing While Moving. Note: 
Automatic weapon such as a 20mm Flak 38 fires bursts 
where the rules treat it as shots—i.e. RoF 4 is 4 bursts 
for an auto weapon such as on a 222 armored car, but 4 
shots from a French 25mm AT gun. So for a fully auto-
matic fire weapon the RoF of 4 could be all fired once 
at the same time rather than every 1/4th of the target’s 
move using opportunity fire. We didn’t specify which 
weapons were automatic—although restrict them to 
anti-aircraft weapons 40mm or smaller, which are the 
AA Machine Guns 12.7-15mm and the 20-40mm AA.

To actually answer your question yes, the second round 
would be from a stationary position but rate of fire is 
also halved. If the gun has a The rules are written so 
that if you move less than half with a turreted vehicle 
and halt, you can fire stationary without the “firing 
while moving penalty” but you can only fire at one half 
your normal rate rounding up.
If you fire while moving 4.1 inches and then halt to 
fire your rate of fire is half. If the normal rate of fire 
is three then you get one fire stationary. If the normal 
rate of fire is two then you halt but cannot fire as you 
have already fired your one round.
Instead of firing on the move during the 4.1” move-
ment don’t fire. Then,when you halt you will get either 
one shot (RoF2) or two shots (RoF3) stationary with no 
fire while moving penalty.

Duckbills #3 Variants: Team Fire.

DB#4 Bonus & Penalty Modifiers Clarifications: 
Tractics modifiers adjust the Base to hit. Bonuses 
(numbers with a plus sign) add to the Base and Pen-
alties (numbers with a minus sign) subtract from the 
base. One must roll the adjusted Base or less to hit. 
Bonuses and penalties are not die roll modifiers.

HE/HESH vs. Spaced Armor Clarification: In the 
National Vehicle Data Categories rules about Armor 
page 76 (top of the right-hand column) explain how 
the plus, “+”, in armor is Spaced Armor:

Clarification: Armor Thickness is shown in millimeters 
with any degree of “slope” in parenthesis and an added 
spaced armor plate after a plus sign. The two numbers 
should be added together before comparison of pene-
tration by Armor Piercing rounds. 

Addition: When Spaced Armor is hit by HESH and HE, 
page 68’s left column Note mentions HESH’s inabil-
ity to penetrate spaced armor, it omits that the same 
inability to penetrate the second armor also applies to 
HE. Note: HESH and HE penetration blows that much 
earth or concrete off of any fortification it hits. HESH/
HE hitting a sandbag, spare tracks, wire, or metal 
screen, or spaced armor on a vehicle loses its “spalling 
effect” (HESH) against the vehicle itself! Likewise, HE 
can only penetrate the initial armor plate.

Churchill size Correction: British Churchill tanks are 
not LT (Large Tank) and are just ordinary medium 
tanks. 

Duckbills #4 Variants: Penetration Spreadsheet, 
Zombies.

DB#5  No errata.

Duckbills #5 Variants: Tom Trinko’s Penetration 
Spreadsheet; Scenarios; Photo Recon; Turn Record Play 
Aid; Sand Tables; Ground Scale Conversion.

DB#6   Where to find Abbreviations, Symbols and 
AFV Index and quick links within the PDF version of 
Tractics.

IFM Classic & Modified Clarification that a non-pen-
etration on Engine Grate still has 1-10 on D20 to 
Knock Out (GD) the tank,

Decoding ND & ED Clarification that No Damage and 
Explosive Destruction  require a crew casualty roll.

Two types of ED Clarification of the difference be-
tween two types of ED +1 if in a crew compartment or 
–1 if in the engine compartment.

When a Single Compartment (like Stg 
III) Reminder that when hit means the 
modified roll is the number of casualties.

Duckbills #6 Variants: Gen Con 1971 
Scenario.

https://wargamecampaign.wordpress.com/2022/09/27/tractics-scenarios/

